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Abstract– This paper focusses on a novel discrete-time reduced
order neural observer for nonlinear systems, which model
is assumed to be unknown. This neural observer is robust in
presence of external and internal uncertainties. The proposed
scheme is based on a discrete-time recurrent high order neural
network (RHONN) trained with an extended Kalman filter
(EKF)-based algorithm, using a parallel configuration. This
work includes the stability proof of the estimation error on the
basis of the Lyapunov approach; to illustrate the applicability,
simulation results for a nonlinear oscillator and for the human
immunodeficiency virus (HIV) model are included.

Keywords: Reduced order neural observers, Recurrent high
order neural networks, Kalman filtering learning, Discrete-time
nonlinear systems.

I. INTRODUCTION

Modern control systems usually require detailed knowl-
edge about the system to be controlled; such knowledge
should be represented in terms of differential or difference
equations. This mathematical description of the dynamic
system is named as the model. There can be different mo-
tives for establishing mathematical descriptions of dynamic
systems, such as: simulation, prediction, fault detection, and
control system design.
Basically there are two ways to obtain a model; it can be

derived in a deductive manner using physics laws, or it can
be inferred from a set of data collected during a practical
experiment. The first method can be simple, but in many
cases is excessively time-consuming; it would be unrealistic
or impossible to obtain an accurate model in this way.
The second method, which is commonly referred as system
identification (Yu and Li, 2004), could be a useful short
cut for deriving mathematical models. Although system
identification not always results in an accurate model, a
satisfactory one can be often obtained with reasonable
efforts. The main drawback is the requirement to conduct
a practical experiment, which brings the system through its
range of operation (Farrell and Polycarpou, 2006).

Many of the nonlinear control publications assume com-
plete accessibility for the system state; this is not always
possible. For this reason, nonlinear state estimation is a
very important topic for nonlinear control (Poznyak et
al., 2001). State estimation has been studied by many
authors, who have obtained interesting results in different
directions. Most of those results need the use of a special
nonlinear transformation (Nicosia and Tornambe, 1989)
or a linearization technique (Krener and Isidori, 1983).
Such approaches can be considered as a relatively simple
method to construct nonlinear observers; however, they do
not consider uncertainties (Wang et al., 2005). In practice,
there exist external and internal perturbations. Observers
which have a good performance even in presence of model
and disturbance uncertainties, are called robust; their de-
sign process is too complex (Chen and Dunnigan, 2008).
All the approaches mentioned above need the previous
knowledge of the plant model, at least partially. Recently,
other kind of observers has emerged: neural observers
(Alanis et al., 2007), (Poznyak et al., 2001), (Ricalde and
Sanchez, 2005), for unknown plant dynamics. However,
all the approaches mentioned above estimates all the state,
including the measurable variables.
Neural networks have grown to be a well-established

methodology, which allows for solving very difficult prob-
lems in engineering, as exemplified by their applications to
identification and control of general nonlinear and complex
systems (Alanis et al., 2007). In particular, the use of recur-
rent neural networks for modelling and learning has rapidly
increased in recent years (Ricalde and Sanchez, 2005).
There exist different training algorithms for neural net-

works, which, however, normally encounter some technical
problems such as local minima, slow learning, and high sen-
sitivity to initial conditions, among others. As a viable alter-
native, new training algorithms, e.g., those based on Kalman
filtering, have been proposed (Grover and Hwang, 1992),
(Haykin., 2001), (Singhal and Wu, 1989), (Yu and Li, 2004).
Due to the fact that training a neural network typically
results in a nonlinear problem, the Extended Kalman Filter
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(EKF) is a common tool to use, instead of a linear Kalman
filter (Haykin, 2001).

As is well known (Ricalde and Sanchez, 2005), recurrent
high order neural networks (RHONN) offer many advan-
tages for modelling of complex nonlinear systems. On the
other hand EKF training for neural networks allows to
reduce the epoch size and the number of required neurons
(Haykin, 2001). Considering these two facts, we propose
the use of the EKF training for RHONN in order to model
complex nonlinear systems.

The best well-known training approach for recurrent
neural networks (RNN) is the back propagation through
time learning (Singhal and Wu, 1989). However, it is a first
order gradient descent method and hence its learning speed
could be very slow (Singhal and Wu, 1989). The Extended
Kalman Filter (EKF) based algorithms has been used by
several authors to train neural networks, in order to improve
the learning convergence (Singhal and Wu, 1989), (Alanis
et al., 2007), (Haykin, 2001). The EKF training of neural
networks, both feedforward and recurrent ones, has proven
to be reliable and practical for many applications over the
past ten years (Singhal and Wu, 1989).

In order to reduce computational complexity, in this paper
we propose a reduced order neural observer, which uses
the available measures and only estimates the unmeasur-
able variables; besides the proposed observer provides a
mathematical model for unknown nonlinear systems. A
recurrent high order neural network (RHONN) is used
to design the proposed reduced order neural observer for
nonlinear systems, whose mathematical model is assumed
to be unknown. The learning algorithm for the RHONN
is implemented using an Extended Kalman Filter (EKF).
We consider a class of Multi-Input Multi-Output (MIMO)
discrete-time nonlinear system, for which we develop a
reduced order Luenberger-like observer (Poznyak et al.,
2001); then this observer is applied to a discrete-time
unknown nonlinear system. This observer is based on a
recurrent high order neural network (RHONN) (Ricalde
and Sanchez, 2005), which estimates the state vector of
the unknown plant dynamics. The learning algorithm for
the RHONN is based on an extended Kalman filter (EKF)
((Singhal and Wu, 1989), (Alanis et al., 2007), (Alanis
et al., 2010) and references therein). The applicability of
these schemes is illustrated via simulation for a van der Pol
oscillator.

This paper presents the following main contributions:
first, a reduced order neural observer (RONO) based on
a RHONN; second, an on-line training algorithm based
on an EKF for the RONO; third, the respective stability
analysis for the proposed scheme; and finally, simulation
results for the application of the proposed scheme to the
Van der Pol oscillator, without the previous knowledge of
the parameters, under the presence of unknown disturbances
and parametric variations.

II. PRELIMINARIES

Through this paper, we use  as the sampling step,  ∈
0∪Z+ , |•| as the absolute value and, k•k as the Euclidian
norm for vectors and as any adequate norm for matrices.
Consider a MIMO nonlinear system:

 ( + 1) =  ( ()   ()) (1)

 () =  ( ()) (2)

where  ∈ <, ∈ <, and  ∈ < × < → < is
nonlinear function.

Nonlinear Reduced Order Observers

Let consider the discrete time nonlinear system

 ( + 1) =  ( ()   ()) +  () (3)

 () =  () =
¡
1 () 2 () · · ·  ()

¢
where  ∈ < is the system state  ∈ < is the applied
input,  ∈ < is the disturbance term,  ∈ < is the system
output with  = [I 0×],  +  =  where I is the
identity matrix and 0× is related with the unmeasurable
states.
The design of a full state observer for an observable

system is introduced in (Utkin et al., 1999). The full state
observer adds  first order equations to the  existing first
order equations which doubles the complexity of closed
loop system. If each component of the output  is inde-
pendent of the others (i.e., if  has full rank ), then we
only need to estimate  = −  components of the system
state. We start by considering the special case where the
components of  are components of . A more general case,
in which the components of  are linear combinations of
the components of , turns out to be a simple extension of
this special case.
We define the measurable states,  ∈ < as

 () =
¡
1 () · · ·  ()

¢
and the unmeasurable ones,  ∈ <, as

 () =
¡
+1 () · · ·  ()

¢
Then, the complete system (3) can be described as

 ( + 1) =  ( ()   ()   ()) +  ()

 ( + 1) =  ( ()   ()   ()) +  ()

 () =  () (4)

 () = [  ()  () ]
> ∈ <

where  (•) and  (•) are unknown nonlinear functions.
Then, as  are the measurable states, it is only necessary
to design an observer for ; it is worth to notice that the
dimension of the observer dynamic equations is  = − .
For this reason, it is referred as a reduced order observer
(Utkin et al., 1999).

Discrete-time Recurrent High Order Neural Networks
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The use of multilayer neural networks is well known for
pattern recognition and for modelling of static systems. The
NN is trained to learn an input-output map. Theoretical
works have proven that, even with just one hidden layer, a
NN can uniformly approximate any continuos function over
a compact domain, provided that the NN has a sufficient
number of synaptic connections.
For control tasks, extensions of the first order Hop-

field model called Recurrent High Order Neural Networks
(RHONN), which present more interactions among the neu-
rons, are proposed in (Rovithakis and Cristodolou, 2000).
Additionally, the RHONN model is very fl exible and allows
to incorporate to the neural model a priory information
about the system structure. Besides, discrete-time neural
networks are better fitted for real-time implementations
(Alanis et al., 2007).
Consider the following discrete-time recurrent high order

neural network (RHONN):

( + 1) = > (() ())  = 1 · · ·   (5)

where  ( = 1 2 · · ·  ) is the state of the th neuron,
 is the respective number of higher-order connections,
{1 2 · · ·  } is a collection of non-ordered subsets
of {1 2 · · ·  },  is the state dimension,  ( =

1 2 · · ·  ) is the respective on-line adapted weight vector,
and (() ()) is given by

(() ()) =

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎣
1
2
...



⎤⎥⎥⎥⎦ =
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
Π∈1

(1)



Π∈2
(2)


...

Π∈
()



⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ (6)

with () being a nonnegative integers, and  is defined
as follows:

 =

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

1
...
1
+1
...

+

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
=

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

(1)
...

()

1
...


⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
(7)

In (7),  = [1 2     ]
> is the input vector to the

neural network, and (•) is defined by

() =
1

1 + exp(−) (8)

Consider the problem to approximate the th plant state
for the general discrete-time nonlinear system (1), by the
following discrete-time RHONN (Ge et al., 2004):

 ( + 1) = ∗>  (() ()) +    = 1 · · ·   (9)
where  is the th plant state,  is a bounded ap-
proximation error, which can be reduced by increasing
the number of the adjustable weights (Rovithakis and
Cristodolou, 2000). Assume that there exists ideal unknown

weights vector ∗ such that kk can be minimized on a
compact set Ω ⊂ < . The ideal weight vector ∗ is an
artificial quantity required only for analytical purposes and
is defined as

∗ = argmı́n


½
sup


¯̄
 ( ()   ())− > (•)

¯̄¾
it is assumed to be unknown and it is the optimal set
which renders the minimum approximation error, defined as
 ;  (•) is the th component of  (•) (Rovithakis and
Cristodolou, 2000), (Farrell and Polycarpou, 2006). Let us
define its estimate as  and the estimation error ase () = ∗ −  () (10)

Due to this fact, we use  () as the approximation
of the weight vector ∗ and  , the modelling error,
corresponds to ∗ 6=  ()  The estimate  is used for
stability analysis which will be discussed later. Since ∗ is
constant, then e ( + 1) − e () =  ( + 1) −  (),
∀ ∈ 0 ∪ Z+

The EKF Training Algorithm

It is known, that Kalman filtering (KF) estimates the
state of a linear system with state and output additive white
noises (Grover and Hwang, 1992). For KF-based neural net-
work training, the network weights become the states to be
estimated. In this case the error between the neural network
output and the measured plant output can be considered
as the additive white noise (Haykin, 2001). Although the
white noise assumption is seldom satisfied, the developed
algorithm has proven to be efficient in real applications. Due
to the fact that the neural network mapping is nonlinear,
an EKF-type is required (Ricalde and Sanchez, 2005). The
training goal is to find the weight values which minimize
the prediction error. In this paper, we use an EKF-based
training algorithm described by

 ( + 1) =  () +  ()  () (11)

 () =  () () ()

 ( + 1) =  ()− ()
>
 () () + ()

 = 1 · · ·  
with

 () =
£
 () +>

 () () ()
¤−1

(12)

 () =  ()− b () (13)

where  () ∈ < is the output estimation error and  () ∈
<× is the weight estimation error covariance matrix at
step ,  ∈ < is the weight (state) vector,  is the
respective number of neural network weights,  is a design
parameter (Alanis et al., 2007),  ∈ < is the plant output,b ∈ < is the NN output,  is the state dimension, 

∈ <× is the Kalman gain matrix,  ∈ <× is the
NN weight estimation noise covariance matrix,  ∈ <×
is the error noise covariance, and  ∈ <× is a matrix,
in which each entry (


) is the derivative of the th neural
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output with respect to th neural network weight (

)

given as follows:



() =

∙
 ()

 ()

¸>
(14)

where  = 1   and  = 1  . Usually  and 

are initialized as diagonal matrices, with entries  (0) and
 (0), respectively.

III. DISCRETE-TIME REDUCED ORDER NEURAL
OBSERVERS

The proposed scheme consists of a neural identifier for
the measurable state variables, and of a neural observer for
the unmeasurable ones, in order to obtain a neural model
for the whole system, assumed to be unknown.
As explained above,  (•) and  (•) are unknown

nonlinear functions;  are the measurable variables and
 unmeasurable ones. In this section, we consider a neural
identifier for  and a neural observer to estimate , for
system (4), which is assumed to be observable.
For system (4), we propose a reduced order neural

observer (RONO) with the following structure:

b () =
£ b () b () ¤>b () =
£ b1 ()    b () ¤b () =
£ b() · · · b () ¤b( + 1) = > (() b()()) +  ()b( + 1) = > (() ()) +  ()

 = 1 · · ·    = + 1 · · ·  b () = b () (15)

with

 () =
£
1 () · · ·  () · · ·  ()

¤
b () =

£ b+1 () · · · b () · · · b () ¤
and ,  ∈ <, ,  ,  and  are defined as in (5); the
weight vectors are on-line updated with the decoupled EKF
described by (11)−(14). In (15), b represents the dynamics
for the neural identifier and b represents the dynamics for
the reduced order neural observer.
The proposed neural observer scheme is shown in Figure

1.
The output estimation error is given by

 () =  ()− b () (16)

and the state estimation error as:

e () =  ()− b () (17)

Theorem 2: For the system (4), the RONO (15), trained
with the EKF-based algorithm (11), ensures that the state
estimation error (17) and the output estimation error (16)
are semiglobally uniformly ultimately bounded (SGUUB);
moreover, the RONO weights remain bounded (Alanis et
al., 2010).

C

Neural
Observer

 u k    ay k x k

   ˆ ˆay k x k

 e k +
-

C
 x̂ k

Unknown
Plant

 x k

EKF
 w k

 ˆbx k

 ax k

Figura 1. RONO scheme

IV. SIMULATION RESULTS

RONO for the Van der Pol Oscillator

In order to illustrate the applicability of the proposed
scheme, in this section, the neural observer is applied to a
forced Van der Pol oscillator, whose discretized nonlinear
dynamics is represented by the following equation (Zhu and
Guo, 2004):

1 ( + 1) = 1 () + 2 ()

2 ( + 1) = 2 () + 
¡

¡
05− 21 ()

¢
2 ()

¢
+ (−1 () +  ())

 () = 1 ()

 () = 05 cos (11 ) (18)

where variables  ∈ <2,  ∈ <, and  ∈ < are the
state, input, and output of the system, respectively and 

is the sampling time, which is fixed at 1 × 10−3 and 

is a parameter whose nominal value is 1; however for this
application such parameter is used to include a parametric
variation (which is assumed unknown), during the state
estimation process. The state assumed to be measurable is
the position variable 1 ()  which is commonly available
for measurement in the Van der Pol system (Zhu and
Guo, 2004).
To estimate the state 2, we use the RONO (15) with

 = 2 trained with the EKF (11) 

b1 ( + 1) = 11 () (b2 ()) ( ())
+12 ()

2 (b2 ()) (1 ())2 ( ())
+13 () (1 ()) + 1 ()b2 ( + 1) = 21 () (1 ()) (b2 ()) ( ())
+22 () ( ()) (b2 ())
+23 () ( ())

2 (b2 ()) + 2 ()b () = b1 () (19)

The training is performed on-line, using a parallel config-
uration as displayed in Figure 1. Both the NN and Van der
Pol system states are initialized randomly. The associated
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Figura 2. Time evolution of the state 1 ()
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Figura 3. Time evolution of the state 2 ()

covariances matrices are initialized as diagonals, and the
nonzero elements are: 1 (0) = 2 (0) = 100000; 1 (0) =

2 (0) = 1000 and 1 (0) = 2 (0) = 10000 respectively.
The simulation results are presented in Figure 3 and Figure
4. They display the time evolution of the estimated states
1 () and 2 (), respectively.

RONO for the HIV model

In this section, the neural observer is applied to a HIV
model. The human immunodeficiency virus (HIV) model
((Chairez et al., 2007), (Kirschner, 1996)) includes the con-
centration of infected cells ( ) as well as non-infected ( )
together with the number of viral cells in the blood torrent
( ). Using the Euler method, the HIV model ((Alanis et
al., 2009), (Chairez et al., 2007), (Kirschner, 1996)) can be
represented in discrete-time as:

 ( + 1) =  () +  ()−  ()

+
 () ()

 +  ()
−  ()  () ()

  ( + 1) =   () +  ()  () ()

−  ()− 
  () ()

 +  ()

 ( + 1) =  () + 
  () ()

 +  ()

− () () + 
 ()

+  ()

 () = 
¡
 ()    ()   ()

¢
(20)

where () is the source of new cells CD4 produced by the
Timo;  is the speed of death toll of the not infected CD4;
 are the speed of the infected cells died;  is the speed
of the not infected cells become cells with virus;  is the
speed of lymphocytes CD8 eliminating the virus;  is the
maximum proliferation of the CD4 cells population;  is
the number of free virus produced by the infected cells;  is
the semi-constant of the proliferation process;  is the total
daily drug dosage in chemotherapy;  is the half-constant
saturation value of an external source of virus;  is the
level under which other cells (that are not lymphocytes)
and free virus of the blood,  is the output matrix, given
by  =

£
1 1 0

¤>
and  is the sampling period.

The RONO is applied to HIV dynamics, whose nonlinear
dynamics is considered unknown. To estimate the number
of viral cells in the blood torrent ( = 3) with the on-
line concentration of infected cells (  = 2) as well as
non-infected ( = 1) measurements; we use a sampling
time of 20 minutes. The neural network used, for this state
estimation, is given by

b1 ( + 1) = 11 () (b3 ())
+12 () (1 ())

2
 (2 ())

+13 () (1 ()) (b3 ()) ( ())
+14 () (1 ()) (2 ()) + 1 ()b2 ( + 1) = 21 ()1 () b3 () + 22 () b2 ()
+23 () (b3 ()) ( ())2 () b3 ()
+2 ()b3 ( + 1) = 31 () (2 ()) (b3 ()) ( ())
+32 () (1 ()) (b3 ())
+33 () (1 ()) (b3 ())2 + 2 ()b () =
£ b1 () b2 () ¤> (21)

where b1, b2, and b3 are the estimation for concentration
of non-infected cells ( ), concentration of infected cells
( ) and the number of viral cells in the blood torrent
( ), respectively. The input  () =  is the total daily
drug dosage in chemotherapy. The training is performed on-
line, using a parallel configuration as displayed in Figure
1. All the NN states are initialized in a random way. The
associated covariances matrices are initialized as diagonals,
and the nonzero elements are: 1 (0) = 2 (0) = 3 (0) =

100000, 1 (0) = 2 (0) = 3 (0) = 1000, 1 (0) =
2 (0) = 3 (0) = 1000 respectively and the Luenberger
parameter vector is  =

£
02 001 00001

¤
. The

simulation results are presented in Figures 4, 5 and 6. They
display the time evolution of the estimated states 1 (),
2 () and 3 (), respectively.

V. CONCLUSIONS

A RHONN is used to design a reduced order Luenberger-
like observer for a class of MIMO discrete-time nonlin-
ear system; this observer is trained with an EKF-based
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Figura 4. Time evolution of the state 1 ()
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Figura 5. Time evolution of the state 2 ()

algorithm, which is implemented on-line in a parallel con-
figuration. The ultimate boundedness of the output and
estimation errors is established on the basis of the Lyapunov
approach. Simulation results illustrate the effectiveness of
the proposed RONO, as applied to a discrete-time MIMO
nonlinear systems.
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